Having to identify a target reduces antisaccade latencies in mixed saccadic paradigms: A top-down effect released by tonic prefrontal activation?
Instructing participants to "identify a target" dramatically reduces saccadic reaction times in prosaccade tasks (PS). However, it has been recently shown that this effect disappears in antisaccade tasks (AS). The instruction effect observed in PS may result from top-down processes, mediated by pathways connecting the prefrontal cortex (PFC) to the superior colliculus. In AS, the PFC's prior involvement is in competition with the instruction process, annulling its effect. This study aims to discover whether the instruction effect persists in mixed paradigms. According to Dyckman's fMRI study (2007), the difficulty of mixed tasks leads to PFC involvement. The antisaccade-related PFC activation observed on comparison of blocked AS and PS therefore disappears when the two are compared in mixed paradigms. However, we continued to observe the instruction effect for both PS and AS. We therefore posit different types of PFC activation: phasic during blocked AS, and tonic during mixed saccadic experiments.